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It’s about time... 

...and it goes by so fast. The 2023 autocross season flew by at Mach 1 with it’s 

hair on fire. We take away many great memories of the fun and challenges we 

encountered at each event. Thank you to everyone who participated  and 

volunteered their time and effort to make 2023 an unforgettable season. Now 

it’s time to start preparing for 2024, but could it get any better than this? 

In this issue: 

• October Meeting 

Minutes 

• 2023 Schedule 

• October Triple 

Threat Enduro 

Photos & Results 

• Season CLASS 

and PAX Points 

•Racing in the 

Rain 

• The Last Green 

Flag of 2023 

•Turkey Trot 

• 2023 Sponsors & 

Board Members 

It’s not he Stig. It’s his Humboldt cousin. 

“Some say he’s 

wanted by the 

CIA and that he 

sleeps upside 

down like a Bat. 

All we know is 

he’s called the 

Stig.”  

October Meeting Minutes 
RSCC General Meeting 10-11-2023 
Attendance: 13 
Location: Babe’s Pizza in Cutten 
 
President Ken Goldie: Call to Order 6:30pm 
 
Treasurer Mara Green gave a report on club financials. 
Motion to accept: Ron Garton 2nd Doug Batt Approved by voice vote 
 
Secretary Ron Garton read the minutes of the September General Membership meeting. 
Motion to accept Brett Gronemeyer 2nd Doug Batt Approved by voice vote  
 
Old Business: 
 
Ken Goldie: Recap of September autocross event. 
 
Ken Goldie: Korbel hillclimb event t-Shirts are in production.  
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October Meeting Minutes cont… 
Ron Garton: Outline of board member event responsibilities is in progress. Need additional input 
from executive board members.  
 
New Business: 
 
Jesse Linder: Report on Northwest Hillclimb Association annual meeting. 
 
Mara Green: Request for approval to move $10,000 from Wells Fargo account to the club’s high 
yield savings account. 
Motion to approve Jesse Linder 2nd Nick LaPinta Approved by voice vote. 
 
Doug Batt: Discussion on acquiring a Cub Cadet kart for transporting cones at autocross events. 
 
Ken Goldie: Request to authorize $5650 for purchase of sweeper for use at Samoa facility which 
includes sweeper, broom replacement, fluids and fees. 
Motion to approve Doug Batt 2nd Mara Green Approved by voice vote. 
 
Ron Garton: Discussion on October Triple Threat Enduro autocross event. Volunteers needed for 
course setup. 
 
Ken Goldie: The annual awards banquet has been rescheduled to January 6th. 
 
Ken Goldie: Nominations for 2024 RSCC Board of Directors 
 
President Ken Goldie 
Vice President Jesse Linder 
Treasurer Mara Green 
Secretary Ron Garton 
Board Members Andrew Harden, Nick LaPinta, Marvin Goss, Scott Lezchuk, Brett Gronemeyer, 
Ed Smith 
 
Raffle winner for free autocross day: Troy Udell 
 
Meeting adjourned at 8:07pm 
 
End of October 2023 meeting minutes. 
 
 
Ronald Garton 
RSCC Club Secretary 
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2023 RSCC Event Schedule 
RSCC Autocross & Events 
 
Date            Event     Location        Chair 
 
January 21/22 *      Autocross   Samoa Dragstrip   Nick LaPinta 

February 11/12*     Autocross   Samoa Dragstrip   Tim Burrus 
 
March 11/12 *       Autocross  Samoa Dragstrip   TBA 
 
April 15/16        Autocross  Samoa Dragstrip   Andrew Harden 
 
May 13/14        Autocross  Samoa Dragstrip   Kenny Goldie 
 
June 10th  Two Seat Car Show  Woodley Island    Loren Fisher 
 
June 17/18        Autocross  Samoa Dragstrip   Joel Rosser 
 
July 22/23         Hill Climb   Korbel         Kenny Goldie 
 
August  12/13      Autocross  Samoa Dragstrip   Andrew Harden 
 
September 16/17    Autocross  Samoa Dragstrip   Brett Gronemeyer 
 
October 14/15      Enduro    Samoa Dragstrip   Ron Garton 
 
January 6th 2024   Awards Banquet  TBA       RSCC Board of Directors 
 
All dates are subject to change! 
 
* non-points pre-season events are subject to cancellation due to weather. 
 
General meetings are the 2nd Wednesday of each month at 6:30pm. Meetings are currently being 
held at Babe’s Pizza in Cutten, 4015 Walnut Drive. Come early and enjoy their great pizza or pasta! 
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October Triple Threat Enduro Photos & Results 
Our last event of the season was held October 14th & 15th. Club Secretary Ron Garton recreated 
the course from last year with a couple of minor tweaks. Each run was 3 laps and each driver got 3 
morning runs and 3 afternoon runs each day. Saturday kicked off with a partial solar eclipse. The 
first morning group on Saturday made a big splash as course was still a little wet from rain the night 
before. Turnout was great with racing action lasting nearly until sunset. 
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October Triple Threat Enduro Photos & Results cont... 
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October Triple Threat Enduro Photos & Results cont... 
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October Triple Threat Enduro Photos & Results cont... 
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October Triple Threat Enduro Photos & Results cont... 
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October Triple Threat Enduro Photos & Results cont... 
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October Triple Threat Enduro Photos & Results cont... 
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October Triple Threat Enduro Photos & Results cont... 
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2023 Season Class Points 
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2023 Season PAX Points 
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 Racing in the Rain 

 9 setup changes to optimize racing in the wet 

By David S. Wallens         Mar 5, 2023  

It’s raining, it’s pouring, and you have to be on grid in 15 minutes. What do you do? 

Fortunately you won’t be the first person to face wet tarmac, so these aren’t uncharted waters. The 

basic wet setup hasn’t changed in years: deeper tire tread, softer suspension. 

But what exactly does that mean? Should you mount rain tires at the first hint of moisture in the air? And 

should you soften the entire suspension or just parts of it? Thanks to BimmerWorld and 

the BMW Performance Center, we recently tested some popular wet racing options under varying 

conditions. Racing in the rain may be an art, but we hoped to make setting up for it more of a science. 

HOW DO YOU TRACK THE WEATHER? 

The first thing I do when it looks like rain is the same thing every racer does: I turn into an amateur 

meteorologist–although Dark Sky, RadarScope and a collection of weather apps have helped us all 

raise the bar with predictions more recently. Dark Sky will tell you with excellent precision what 

precipitation is coming. 

The most important question is “How wet is it going to be?” which will then inform other critical factors, 

including whether the track will get wetter or drier, what level of grip the car will have and, ultimately, 

how far I will need to chase the grip with a wet setup. 

WHAT DO YOU DO WHEN IT LOOKS LIKE RAIN? 

In general, I have a full-dry setup that optimizes speed on the perfect track and a full-wet setup that 

maximizes grip–and ideally minimizes the risk of losing the rear of the car and spinning. The in-between 

conditions are covered by a compromise of these settings. I evaluate the weather and the likelihood that 

I will be changing my settings to chase the forecast. 

I like to work smarter and drier, not harder or wetter. I usually start with the fast and easy things, like 

shock settings, if I have good adjustable dampers, and wing adjustments–things I can do without 

crawling under the car on wet pavement. I try to save adjustments to the sway bar and especially the 

springs for days when I know there is no chance of anything but pouring rain. 

“I’d rather start my morning changing rain tires to drys in the sun than getting soaked while switching to 

rains.” 

https://grassrootsmotorsports.com/project-cars/2004-bmw-m3/project-bmw-m3-how-bimmerworld-grew-bmw-passion-bm/
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 Racing in the Rain cont... 

And if I think it’s going to rain before I get to the track–whether I’m just arriving or planning for the next 

day–I put on the rain tires. I’d rather start my morning changing rain tires to drys in the sun than getting 

soaked while switching to rains. 

WHAT IS YOUR LINE IN THE SAND FOR GOING FROM DRYS TO WETS? 

It may be because we don’t get the opportunity to pull the rains out often enough so we feel the need to 

use them, but I think way too many people slap on rains at the hint of a sprinkle. Ultimately, it is 

important to be prepared–car in the air, on stands, or even rains on one side and drys on the other to 

make the swap take half as long–but don’t stress over it. Make a decision and be done. 

Keep in mind that on a warmer or less humid day, cars will dry the track, so the rain needs to be coming 

down at some more-than-minimal rate. If it’s 40 degrees and humid, the track might not dry all day, even 

with no rain. 

And dry tires are only minimally worse on a wet track if there is no water to channel, and much better if 

a dry line starts to form. Rather than jumping to use those stupid rain tires that I’ve carried around for 

four years while they dry-rot, I typically give a strong nod to the drys–unless it will clearly stay wet. 

WHAT IS YOUR TYPICAL WET-WEATHER SETUP? 

I put my tires at an optimum pressure. If I get 8 psi of dry pressure rise, I’ll plan on about 5 for a wet tire 

due to the lower grip and heat, and adjust my starting pressures accordingly. 

I’ll drop my shock control–always more clicks in the rear than the front to prevent a spinning car. And if I 

have separate compression and rebound controls, I almost fully drop compression but keep some 

rebound in the car. You still need to control the release of spring energy. 

If I have a car with a wing, I add some. This means more rear aero grip, and it also helps in braking and 

keeping the car from spinning, which means in the greatly reduced grip I am comfortable going faster. 

If it’s really raining and I have to get wet under the car–or if I thought ahead and set up an awning or E-Z 

Up canopy and something to roll around on besides my shirt and running water–I go full soft on the front 

bar and disconnect the rear to maximize roll and weight transfer from the reduced grip. 
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It takes either having a crew or an obvious rain weekend to make me want to change springs because 

of the work required–and the long time it takes to reverse if the weather changes. With a good set of 

shocks, I can make clicks in a few minutes versus an hour or two to change springs and achieve similar 

results. 

WHY NOT SIMPLY LOWER TIRE PRESSURES? 

Lowering pressure to add grip is an autocross trick. It worked for this test because our small track most 

closely resembled that type of course. But add higher speeds and more load like you find on a road 

course, and you’ll need more support via air pressure. Depending on the car’s weight, a DOT tire–wet or 

dry–has an optimum pressure somewhere in the range of 34 to 42. 

Just like we don’t pump up a tire for rain conditions to “decrease contact patch and increase pressure 

on the existing patch,” which is not a real thing, we also don’t drop a lot of pressure in search of grip. At 

road course speeds, that becomes an underinflated tire and induces its own problems. 

HOW DO YOU ALTER YOUR DRIVING STYLE IN THE RAIN? 

“Point and shoot” usually describes a driving style that is either poorly developed or best suited for a car 

that is poorly set up or just won’t handle. But it’s the perfect technique for rain driving: Slow the car 

down, turn it, then get on the gas out of the corner. 

Rain minimizes grip, so staying in turns longer bears a larger penalty. If I can minimize the agonizing 

period of time spent in that mid-turn, no-grip situation and maximize my time traveling in a straight line, I 

go faster. 

Certainly there is more to it, including knowing where the grip is on a certain track; staying off oiled or 

polished areas of the surface; and avoiding slick paint, curbs and puddles. In general, though, you need 

to maximize your straights more than ever and minimize risk. Don’t spin the car. 

WHY DIDN’T THE SOFTER ANTI-ROLL-BAR SETTINGS MAKE YOU FASTER? 

It was the right move and a step forward, but our track didn’t show it. When chasing wet weather, the 

name of the game is compliance, and less roll stiffness helps weight transfer in lower-grip situations. 
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 Racing in the Rain cont… 

The adjustment we did–soft front, no rear bar–softens roll, but more so on the rear. This is my standard 

approach. 

Poor handling in the rain can cost you a half-second or a little more, but a spin can cost 10 to 20 

seconds or even cause a crash. 

I make larger changes to the rear than the front and go for more of an understeering car that won’t spin. 

This can lead to more of a point-and-shoot driving style, which is what often wins true rain races. 

IF YOU HAVEN’T TESTED WET SETUPS BEFORE AND IT STARTS TO RAIN, WHAT IS YOUR HAIL 

MARY PLAN OF ATTACK? 

Zero front compression; take out the same clicks plus one or two more in the rear; take out a few clicks 

of front rebound and one or two more in the rear. Add some wing and let it rip. And don’t spin the car! 
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 The Last Green Flag of 2023 
RSCC Club Treasurer Mara Green got the honors of taking the last run of the 2023 season. 
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 Turkey Trot 
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2023 RSCC Officers and Board of Directors 

Officers: 

 

President    Kenny Goldie         Vice President   Jesse Linder 

 

Treasurer   Mara Green        Secretary          Ron Garton 

 

Board Members: 

 

      Andrew Harden     Nick LaPinta    Rebekah Horvath  

  

      Marvin Goss    Jared DeLong      Gerhy Foster (alt.) 

2023 Sponsors 

Jay’s Mobile Diesel Repair  Quality Body Works 
 

The Paint Store  Babe’s Pizza  
 

Conti’s Automotive  Tetrault Tire 
 

Ray’s Old Town Auto & Muffler 
 

Total Image Embroidery  Elke’s Total Image 
 

Frank Jorge Excavating   Adventure’s Edge 
 

Emerald Triangle Honda Enthusiasts 
 

Revolution Bicycles 
 

For more information on sponsorship opportunities, please email contact any club officer or board member.  


